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• Creating & developing a working relationship with 
the public toward a science based common goal. 

• Observational in nature (Audubon) 

• Method to collect and verify observational data 
from remote or often inaccessible locations 
(distance, privacy, funding / manpower resources) 
to the scientist. 

Citizen Science? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first documented appearance of the Brown Marmorated Stink Bug into the lower Hudson Valley of NY occurred in 2008. Although increased stink bug orchard feeding was observed in 2010, there was no indication that BMSB was the cause. Given the potential threat that BMSB poses for NY agriculture, we established a working group in the Hudson Valley, beginning a 3-year statewide monitoring program, funded through ARDP, NY Ag & Markets, CAPS and USDA SCRI to establish baseline populations in agricultural landscapes. 



• Creating & developing a working relationship with the 
public toward a science based common goal. 

• Observational in nature (Audubon) 

• Method to collect and verify observational data from 
remote or often inaccessible locations (distance, 
privacy, funding / manpower resources) to the scientist. 

• BMSB: Ideal candidate for a citizen science project 

• Homeowner experiencing the ‘in your face’ urban pest   

• Non-threatening, easy to catch and a pleasure to send off to 
someone who ‘cares’ and trying to solve the ‘problem’ 

• Human element…people need to talk about their problems 
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• Requirements:  

Specimen identification 

Data management 
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 Newspapers generate public interest 

 Web based: generates informational spontaneous generation 
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•Article submissions to regional ‘newspapers’ 
• Print to digital web based news 

• Facebook: CCE throughout NYS / 4H 
• LoHUD (NYC, Westchester, Putnam, Orange Co’s) 
• 15 publications 3 live TV News broadcasts (13WHAM) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We began during the fall and winter of 2010, submitting a ‘Most Wanted’ article in regional newspapers throughout the Hudson Valley, requesting BMSB specimens from homeowners. 
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 public 
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• Web based 

• Form letters 

• Phone 

• Visits 

• ‘House calls’ 
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• Requirements:  

Specimen identification 

Data management 

Communication with media / reporters 

 public & stakeholders 
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• Data: Live specimens or images 

65% ‘live’ submissions 

35% images or video submissions 
 

98% Urban or ‘household’ submissions 

>1% Landscape, garden & orchard submissions 
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Monitoring the Brown Marmorated Stink Bug,  
Halyomorpha halys (Stål) in New York 

Submissions from Urban ‘survey’ in 2010-11 (11 /14/ 2011) 

232 ‘live’ submissions (Hudson Valley Region) 
460 specimens received               87 distinct zip codes 
90.6% confirmed BMSB                33 NYS counties  

10.3% 
5.2% 8.2% 

52.2% 

4.7% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Submissions to the BMSB Project were predominately from structures(homes, garage, out buildings), illustrated on the map below as of 16 June, 2011, that we obtainedFrom: 186 households of 377 specimens from 62 distinct zip code locations in 14 NYS countiesUlster, Dutchess and Rockland Counties represented 65%, 14%, and 10% of the total number ofspecimens received by county respectively. This is weighed heavily on newspaper distribution andreadership participation, representing the BMSB range within the concentrations of outreach.



Monitoring the Brown Marmorated Stink Bug,  
Halyomorpha halys (Stål) in New York 

Citizen Science Submissions ‘iPhone press release’ fall 2011 
126 submissions CNY; WNY 67 distinct zip codes 
73 ‘image’ specimens received     24 NYS counties 
71.0% confirmed BMSB  
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Presentation Notes
The distribution map is located at the Hudson Valley Regional Fruit website http://hudsonvf.cce.cornell.edu/bmsb1.html .  



iPhone submission 
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Live BMSB specimen submissions 
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We will be working with iMapInvasives, a New York Invasive Species mapping web site, to develop a layered data set of urban and landscape presence in NY.



Ailanthus altissima specimen submissions 
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We will be working with iMapInvasives, a New York Invasive Species mapping web site, to develop a layered data set of urban and landscape presence in NY.



•  Observational sightings verified by specimen validation 
confirmed the urban presence of BMSB in NY even when we 
did not observe field presence. 

• Provided a visual evolving ‘pioneer status’ for BMSB in NY 

• Generated maps allowed us to post BMSB presence for on-
demand viewing by the public, stakeholders and granting 
agencies / university administration 

• Data served to develop a point source for relationships & 
communication to the community, adding depth to the web 
based ‘go to’ recourse for broad educational outreach on the 
insect. 

• Springboard for further research 

Value of Citizen Science Based Data 
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    2012 Trap Tree Project – ARDP Funded 

• Surveying Alternate Hosts for Presence   
• Mapping Host Density 
• Monitoring 3 levels; ground, 10’ & 50’ in 2 
sites/farm 
• Employing A. altissima, Maple, Ash as trap 
trees beginning post bloom (1 July), using 
tree injections. 

Ailanthus altissima  

Acer sp. - Red Maple  

Fraxinus excelsior 

Marlboro & Warwick, NY, Ulster & Orange County 



Questions? 
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